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TOUCH – THE BACKGROUND

“I so often feel that I can’t let go of 
a piece of copper, brass or bronze... 
that I want to carry it with me and 
touch it. There are etched words, 
often by Karen Blixen, that I want to 
feel close to me. Textures and metal 
nuances also touch me deeply. As a 
result of this feeling, I have created 
“Touch – portable art”. The works 
and their portable pieces are a mix of 
deeply etched texts, rugged textures, 
light, layers and colors. The metals 
are brought to life by patination with 
acids and the art that results not only 
changes depending on angle and 
light, but also as an effect of touching 
the metal and the time that passes. 
This captivates me! I love the fact that 
they will change, slowly – in a sense 
growing at the same time as anyone 
who chooses to own and wear them. 
And the fact that they won’t be put 
away in a jewelry box when they’re 
not being worn, but can be enjoyed 
all the time, means a lot to me.”

TOUCH – THE ARTIST

Danish artist Marie Louise Kold has made a 
name for herself internationally with her ability 
to imbue metals with an emotional charge that 
turns them into art. Educated in art, metallurgy 
and bronze casting, she has been working 
with metal since the mid-1990’s. She was 
born in 1974 in Århus, Denmark, and is based 
in Malmö, Sweden and Msida, Malta. Marie 
Louise has exhibited extensively and her works 
are in private collections all over the world. To 
see more examples of Marie Louise Kold’s art, 
please visit her website: www.mlkold.com.



TOUCH – PORTABLE ART

by artist Marie Louise Kold is a line of metal art, an element of which can be taken 
out of the artwork and worn as jewelry. Made of etched and patinated copper, bronze 
and brass, each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. All that makes 
the Touch pieces portable has been deliberately and carefully chosen. This includes 
materials such as sterling silver and naturally tanned reindeer leather. The full metal 
artworks are mounted on black, wooden backdrops that can be hung on walls. These 
come in different sizes and some of them carry two portable art pieces.

TOUCH – DETAILS

When the Touch piece is not being worn, it becomes an integral part of the artwork 
and can be enjoyed hanging on a wall. Each Touch piece has a small steel plate in it 
that is coupled with a powerful magnet hidden inside the artwork, holding the portable 
piece securely in place. Every unique Touch piece comes with a black rubber necklace, 
or a handsewn silk band for more versatile use, both of which have sterling silver 
attachments.

TOUCH – CARE

The Touch pieces and their works are in a state of constant – but very slow – change, as 
is in the nature of these wonderful metals. The portable pieces should never be polished 
or cleaned, other than very gently with a soft cloth, if needed. Although the Touch 
pieces belong in their respective artworks when they are not worn, they do come with 
a wooden box, where the rubber or silk necklaces can be kept when not in use.

TOUCH – CONTACT

Touch – portable art and see all of the individual, unique artworks 
and their prices, do visit the website below. You are also welcome to contact Marie 
Louise Kold by email to enquire about her art, or to arrange a visit to her Malmö studio. 

www.touchportableart.com 
www.mlkold.com
ml@mlkold.com
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TOUCH – LAYERED STORY

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass with copper details. 2.5 x 4 cm. The back is 
covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 35 x 60 cm including a black 
wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with a black 
rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of which have sterling silver 
attachments. For pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – SCORCHED WORDS AND REMEMBRANCE

TOUCH piece (left): Etched and patinated copper. 1.9 x 3.1 cm

TOUCH piece (right): Etched and patinated brass with copper details. 2.9 x 4.8 cm. 

The backs of both pieces are covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and they have sterling silver 
attachments.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 37 x 100 cm including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork they belong in are unique. They come with a black rubber necklace, or a silk 
band for more versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, please see 
www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – CORRUGATED MEMORIES

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 2.2 x 4.9 cm. The back is covered with 
naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 30 x 42 cm including a black 
wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with a black 
rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of which have sterling 
silver attachments. For pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – BLOSSOMS

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 5.4 x 3 cm. 
The back is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather 
and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 30 
x 42 cm including black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. 
It comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band 
for more versatile use, both of which have sterling silver 
attachments. For pricing information, please see www.
touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – UNLEASHED HOPES

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 3.7 x 6 cm. The back is covered with naturally tanned 
reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 30 x 42 cm including black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with a black rubber necklace, or a 
silk band for more versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, 
please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – ANCIENT PATHS

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 2 x 2.1 cm. The 
back is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has 
a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 27 x 33 
cm including black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It 
comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more 
versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. For 
pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – CRIMSON 
CLOUDS

TOUCH piece: Etched and 
patinated copper. 2.7 x 4.1 
cm. The back is covered with 
naturally tanned reindeer 
leather and has a sterling 
silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and 
patinated copper and brass, 
30 x 42 cm including a black 
wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the 
artwork it belongs in are 
unique. It comes with a black 
rubber necklace, or a silk 
band for more versatile use, 
both of which have sterling 
silver attachments. For pricing 
information, please see www.
touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – ETERNAL DREAMS

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 2.5 x 3 cm. The back is covered 
with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 35 x 60 cm including 
a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with a 
black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of which 
have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, please see www.
touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – SPIRALLING INFINITY AND DESIRES 

TOUCH piece (left/top): Etched and patinated copper. 3.5 x 5 cm

TOUCH piece (right/bottom): Etched and patinated brass with copper details. 2 x 2.9 cm. 

The backs of both pieces are covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and they have sterling silver attachments.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 35 x 60 cm including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork they belong in are unique. It comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band 
for more versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. Both pieces can be worn as necklaces. For 
pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – GOLDEN WINDS

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 5.5 x 3.7 cm. The back is covered 
with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 30 x 42 cm including 
a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with a 
black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of which 
have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, please see www.
touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – ESSENTIAL MEANINGS

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 3.5 x 5 cm. The back is covered 
with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 30 x 42 cm including 
a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with a 
black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of which 
have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, please see www.
touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – RIDGE OF THE PAST

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 2.4 x 3.5 cm. The 
back is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has 
a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and bronze, 27 x 
33 cm including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It 
comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more 
versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. For 
pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – WINDOW TO THE HEART

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass with copper details. 1.7 x 5 
cm. The back is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a 
sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 35 x 60 cm 
including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with 
a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of 
which have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, please see 
www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – CENTURIES GONE

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 2.5 x 2.5 cm. The back is 
covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver 
attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper, 30 x 42 cm including a 
black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with 
a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of 
which have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, please 
see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – LIGHT FEATHER

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 2.5 x 4 cm. The back 
is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling 
silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 30 x 42 
cm including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. 
It comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more 
versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. For 
pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – EMBEDDED SIGNET

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 2.5 x 3 cm. The 
back is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has 
a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 27 x 33 
cm including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It 
comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more 
versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. For 
pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – MICROCOSM

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 1.2 x 3 cm. The 
back is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has 
a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper, 30 x 42 cm 
including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It 
comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more 
versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. 
For pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – MIND’S YEARNING

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 1.6 x 6.5 cm. The 
back is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has 
a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 30 x 42 
cm including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It 
comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more 
versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. For 
pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – MALTESE WALL

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 3.5 x 3 cm. The back is 
covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver 
attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 30 x 42 cm 
including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes 
with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, 
both of which have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, 
please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – CROSSROADS

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 2.5 x 3.3 cm. The 
back is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a 
sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 27 x 33 
cm including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It 
comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more 
versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. For 
pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – ENERGY LINES

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 2.5 x 2.9 cm. The back is 
covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver 
attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper, bronze and brass, 30 x 42 
cm including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes 
with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, 
both of which have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, 
please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – EARTH ANGELS

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 3.5 x 2.5 cm. The back is covered 
with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 30 x 42 cm including a 
black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with a 
black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of which 
have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, please see www.
touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – EMERALD LIFE

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated 
brass with copper details. 3 x 5 cm. 
The back is covered with naturally 
tanned reindeer leather and has a 
sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated 
copper and brass, 35 x 60 cm 
including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it 
belongs in are unique. It comes with a 
black rubber necklace, or a silk band 
for more versatile use, both of which 
have sterling silver attachments. 
For pricing information, please see 
www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – CLOUD PATH

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass with copper details. 1.3 
x 5.4 cm. The back is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather 
and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 35 x 60 cm 
including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes 
with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, 
both of which have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, 
please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – FLEUR-DE-LYS

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated 
copper. 2.5 x 3 cm. The back is covered 
with naturally tanned reindeer leather 
and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated 
copper and brass, 30 x 42 cm including 
a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it 
belongs in are unique. It comes with a 
black rubber necklace, or a silk band 
for more versatile use, both of which 
have sterling silver attachments. For 
pricing information, please see www.
touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – THE GEM ETERNAL

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 4 x 4 cm. The back is covered with 
naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper, 35 x 60 cm including a black wooden 
backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with a black 
rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of which have sterling 
silver attachments. For pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – BRONZE SCRIPT 

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated bronze. 5.6 x 3.8 cm. The back is covered 
with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper, brass and bronze, 30 x 42 cm including 
a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with a black 
rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of which have sterling 
silver attachments. For pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – BURST OF LIGHT

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 3.5 x 3 cm. The back is 
covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling 
silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 27 x 33 
cm including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. 
It comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more 
versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. For 
pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – GOLDEN TRACES AND OLD TEMPLES

TOUCH piece I (left): Etched and patinated brass. 2 x 2.7 cm. The back is covered 
with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH piece II (right): Etched and patinated copper. 2.6 x 4 cm. The back is 
covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 35 x 60 cm including a 
black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork they belong in are unique. They comes with 
a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of which 
have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, please see www.
touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – DREAM IN COPPER

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 1.2 x 6 cm. The back is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather 
and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 30 x 42 cm including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band 
for more versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, please see www.
touchportableart.com.88
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TOUCH – WAVES OF LIGHT

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 2.5 x 4.4 cm. The back is 
covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver 
attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 30 x 42 cm 
including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with 
a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of 
which have sterling silver attachments. For pricing information, please 
see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – HOPES OF FLIGHT AND LOVE ETERNAL

TOUCH piece (left/bottom): Etched and patinated copper and brass. 2.4 x 3.5 cm

TOUCH piece (right/top): Etched and patinated copper. 1.1 x 6.4 cm. 

The backs of both pieces are covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and they have sterling silver attachments.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 37 x 100 cm including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork they belong in are unique. It comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band 
for more versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. Both pieces can be worn as necklaces. For 
pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com
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TOUCH – LACE

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 3.5 x 4.9 cm. The 
back is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has 
a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 30 x 42 
cm including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It 
comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more 
versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. 
For pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – FULFILLMENT

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 1.5 x 2.9 cm. The 
back is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has 
a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 27 x 33 
cm including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It 
comes with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more 
versatile use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. For 
pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – MOUNTAINS OF THE SUN

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper and brass. 3.1 x 4.1 
cm. The back is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and 
has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 35 x 60 cm 
including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes 
with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile 
use, both of which have sterling silver attachments. For pricing 
information, please see www.touchportableart.com.
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TOUCH – PLUNGING DEPTHS AND FRAGMENT OF LIFE 

TOUCH piece (left/top): Etched and patinated copper. 4.4 x 6.7 cm.

TOUCH piece (right/bottom): Etched and patinated copper. 1.1 x 6.4 cm. 

The backs of both pieces are covered with naturally tanned reindeer 
leather and they have sterling silver attachments.

TOUCH work: Etched and patinated copper and brass, 37 x 100 cm 
including a black wooden backdrop.

Each Touch piece and the artwork they belong in are unique. It comes 
with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both 
of which have sterling silver attachments. Both pieces can be worn as 
necklaces. For pricing information, please see www.touchportableart.
com.
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TOUCH – ALWAYS

TOUCH piece: Etched and 
patinated copper. 3 x 3 cm. 
The back is covered with 
naturally tanned reindeer 
leather and has a sterling 
silver attachment.

TOUCH work: The work for 
this Touch piece has not yet 
been created. New works 
will be shown on www.
touchportableart.com at a 
later time.

Each Touch piece and the 
artwork it belongs in are 
unique. It comes with a 
black rubber necklace, or a 
silk band for more versatile 
use, both of which have 
sterling silver attachments.
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TOUCH – WISDOM

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 2.8 x 6.5 cm. The back 
is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling 
silver attachment.

TOUCH work: The work for this Touch piece has not yet been 
created. New works will be shown on www.touchportableart.com 
at a later time.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes 
with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, 
both of which have sterling silver attachments.
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TOUCH – HOPES IN GOLD

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated 
brass. 3.7 x 5.3 cm. The back is covered 
with naturally tanned reindeer leather 
and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: The work for this 
Touch piece has not yet been created. 
New works will be shown on www.
touchportableart.com at a later time.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it 
belongs in are unique. It comes with a 
black rubber necklace, or a silk band for 
more versatile use, both of which have 
sterling silver attachments.
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TOUCH – LAST SUNSET

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 3 x 4 cm. The back is 
covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver 
attachment.

TOUCH work: The work for this Touch piece has not yet been created. 
New works will be shown on www.touchportableart.com at a later 
time.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes 
with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, 
both of which have sterling silver attachments. 
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TOUCH – COBBLESTONES

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 1.7 x 5.4 cm. The back is covered 
with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: The work for this Touch piece has not yet been created. New 
works will be shown on www.touchportableart.com at a later time.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with a 
black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of which have 
sterling silver attachments.
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TOUCH – SWIRL OF HONEY

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 2.5 x 2.5 cm. The back is covered 
with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH work: The work for this Touch piece has not yet been created. New 
works will be shown on www.touchportableart.com at a later time.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes with a black 
rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, both of which have sterling 
silver attachments.
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(Left to right, top to bottom)

TOUCH – LINES OF FORCE

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 3.4 x 
2.4 cm. The back is covered with naturally tanned 
reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH – A DREAM DROP

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 1.6 x 
2.5 cm. The back is covered with naturally tanned 
reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH – INCEPTION

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 3.4 x 
4.4 cm. The back is covered with naturally tanned 
reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH – HONEYCOMB

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated brass. 2.3 x 
3.6 cm. The back is covered with naturally tanned 
reindeer leather and has a sterling silver attachment.

TOUCH works: The works for these Touch pieces 
have not yet been created. New works will be shown 
on www.touchportableart.com at a later time.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are 
unique. It comes with a black rubber necklace, or a 
silk band for more versatile use, both of which have 
sterling silver attachments.
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TOUCH – INFINITY

TOUCH piece: Etched and patinated copper. 2.2 x 7 cm. The back 
is covered with naturally tanned reindeer leather and has a sterling 
silver attachment.

TOUCH work: The work for this Touch piece has not yet been 
created. New works will be shown on www.touchportableart.com 
at a later time.

Each Touch piece and the artwork it belongs in are unique. It comes 
with a black rubber necklace, or a silk band for more versatile use, 
both of which have sterling silver attachments.
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TOUCH – ACCESSORIES

TOUCH – the necklace: Each Touch piece comes with a black rubber necklace, or a handsewn silk band. 

The rubber necklaces come in the following lengths: 40 cm, 42 cm, 45 cm, 50 cm and 55 cm. They all have 
sterling silver attachments. 

The handsewn silk bands are either green or black, and c. 127 cm long. They, too, have sterling silver 
attachments.

TOUCH – the box: Although the Touch pieces belong in their respective artworks when they are not worn, 
they do come with a handmade wooden box, where the rubber or silk necklaces can be kept when not in use.

TOUCH – the catalogue: Every Touch work comes with a small 16 page catalogue that describes the art and 
gives information about it and the process of its creation.
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PHOTO CREDITS

Kevin Casha – 1, 4, 5, 6, 7, 
11, 12, 13, 15, 18, 20, 21, 
22, 23, 25, 26, 28, 29, 30, 
34, 36, 37, 41, 44, 45, 48, 
49, 51, 54, 55, 56, 57, 58, 
59, 62, 63, 65, 66, 71, 72, 
73, 76, 77, 80, 82, 83, 84, 
85, 88, 90, 91, 92, 93, 96, 
98, 99, 100, 101, 102, 103, 
104, 106, 107, 108, 109, 
110, 111, 112, 114, 115, 
116, 117, 119

Joanna Demarco – 9, 16, 
17, 33, 43, 52, 53, 60, 68, 
69, 74, 78, 79, 105, 113, 
119

Gorg Mallia – 2, 38, 39, 75, 
86, 87, 94, 95, 118, 119, 
120

Marie Louise Kold – 2, 3, 4, 
5, 7, 8, 10, 13, 14, 19, 20, 
21, 23, 24, 27, 29, 31, 32, 
35, 37, 40, 42, 44, 46, 47, 
49, 50, 54, 56, 59, 61, 62, 
64, 66, 67, 68, 70, 72, 73, 
76, 81, 82, 85, 89, 90, 91, 
93, 97, 98, 100, 101, 103

Assisting Kevin Casha – 
Tomoko Goto

..



ROMANA SRAMKOVA

Romana Sramkova is a 
Czech fashion model with 
over 10 years’ experience. 
She is also a stylist and 
model scout. She has 
travelled extensively and has 
worked with some of the 
best names in the industry 
in, among others, London, 
Milan, Prague, Hong Kong 
and China. See more at 
www.romanasramkova.com.

LOUISE ELLUL

Louise Ellul is a Maltese 
award winning actress, 
television presenter and 
fashion model. She has 
an honours degree in 
communications from the 
University of Malta and is 
passionate about creativity 
in advertising. For more 
information, you can e-mail 
Louise on: louise.ellul@
gmail.com.

KEVIN CASHA

FMIPP, FSWPP Master, AMPA, AMPS, 
Hon. Life Member MIPP MPS

In a career now spanning over 30 years 
in photography, Kevin has won numerous 
international and local awards. Past Presi-
dent of the Malta Photographic Society 
and current Chairman, and founder, 
of the Malta Institute of Professional 
Photography (MIPP), he is also President 
of the Birkirkara Visual Art Group. See 
more at www.kevincasha.com.

JOANNA DEMARCO

Joanna Demarco is a young 
Maltese photographer 
with her very own, 
amazingly creative take 
on photography. She has 
an honours degree in 
communications from the 
University of Malta and is 
about to start a Masters in 
photojournalism in London. 
See more on her blog 
likeawhaleblog.tumblr.com.

GORG MALLIA

Gorg Mallia, Ph.D., is an 
author, communications 
academic and cartoonist 
working on the island of 
Malta. He is a senior lecturer 
at the Faculty of Media 
and Knowledge Sciences, 
University of Malta. He has 
helped with Touch - portable 
art in countless and very 
appreciated ways. See more 
at www.gorgmallia.com.

..

..
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Produced by Marie Louise Kold 
and Gorg Mallia

..



TOUCH – 
PORTABLE ART
by artist Marie 
Louise Kold is 
a line of metal 
art, an element 
of which can be 
taken out of the 
artwork and worn 
as jewelry. Made 
of etched and 
patinated copper, 
bronze and brass, 
each Touch piece 
and the artwork 
it belongs in are 
unique.

www.touchportableart.com


